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…A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

The Crystal River Part 14

PARALLEL UNIVERSES
of the
HUMAN BRAIN
IN Genesis 2, When the Spirit of the complete, male and
female Adam transferred His breath Life into the parallel
Adam formed of the Earth the Spirit Adam became a Soul
Adam. The brain minds of the male and the female parts
were separated. The female creative Word function was
given ruling Power. She was identified as Ish-ah (woman).
Under the Earth’s blood Covenant Laws, the Woman
innocently submitted herself to a mortal Earth blood Entity.
She became mortal.
Instantly the Earthy counterfeit EGO took the seat of authority
as anti-Christ. He is identified in the Genesis story as Nachash,
the brass serpent.
In previous studies we have tracked him through Bible history to symbolically hidden in Moses’ rod.
Also he is symbolized in the brass Altar and the brass Laver in the Tabernacle revelation. And onward
to the brass Serpent on the pole Moses was instructed to lift up, and finally lifted up as the Serpent on
the Cross in Christ for the Ego’s grand finale’.
Even though the Serpent was a hidden entity to the Soul; she innocently gave him the Christ position
and authority. We have attempted to show how the Ego Serpent was set up to appear as a part of our
humanity, in our Naos Temple. He has been our accuser and declared himself to be god. Now he has
finally been revealed as the human Ego.
We now have been shown that Our Father never considered the Serpent Satan Ego as part of our true
Spirit self. The Good News is that GOD never reckoned the Ego behavior as our own. Praise His Holy
Name. When Jesus Christ willingly assumed the mortal blood nature of Serpent Ego and carried him
to mortal death on the cross, He was able to remove the Serpent and mortality from the historical
record of man and bring immortality to light.

I determine to know nothing but the cross of Christ and Him crucified.
The Holy Spirit is saying, “Come”.
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PARALLEL UNIVERSES OF THE HUMAN BRAIN
In her book, My Stroke of Insight, Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, with the highest credentials of a recognized
brain scientist; reports that when she had a Massive stroke on the left side of her brain, and with no left
brain memory, she discovered a wonderfully peaceful paradise located in her right brain.
She records in her book what we all have assumed, the left and right brain function at maximum when
both are equal. But, with her reasoning left-brain gone she learned what no one could have known.
The right-brain is a ‘land’ of perfect peace. She also acknowledges that the left-brain is the seat of the
human Ego. Authors Dr. Jill Taylor and Eckhart Tolle, both from the Educated Intellectual
Community, both without a religious bias, agree that the identifiable location from which the Ego
operates is in the left-brain.

THE OPERATIONAL CENTER OF THE EGO IS THE LEFT BRAIN
Dr. Taylor points out that language, numbers, memory, fear, pain, anxiety, as well as all learned
abilities are in the left-brain and under the dictatorial power of the human Ego. I believe that the Bible
makes it very clear that the Anti Christ is the man of sin and the man of sin is the human Ego. He is
identified in the Bible as a deceiver, a beguiler, an accuser, also the son of perdition, and the mystery
of iniquity. Jesus said that he cannot be saved. He also teaches that you cannot have both the Ego and
Christ. If you choose to have Christ to rule in life you must get rid of Mr. Ego. The Testimony of the
New Testament is that Jesus Christ has already removed the Ego; but since the Spiritual Life of Christ
is only applicable by Faith, what He did is of no benefit unless what He did is mixed by Faith into our
life. Hebrews 4:2 tells us that Israel heard the Gospel preached; but it did not profit them because they
didn’t mix what they heard with Faith. Faith involves hearing, believing and doing.
We should learn from Dr. Taylor’s experience that the two sides of our brain actually function as two
different dimensions or realms. I suggest that they represent Earth and Heaven. The Earth side of the
brain is the left side. It is the depository of every thing that has to do with the realm of opposites. Our
human life in this Earth Dimension requires us to use our senses to choose between good and evil,
positives and negatives, success and failure, being in the IN crowd or being in the OUT crowd,
winners or losers, etc, etc, etc. Our Saviour, whom we have elected to be Truth and Life, said that were
are in this world of constant stress and tribulation which comes from the competition of opposing
forces; But WE ARE NOT OF THIS WORLD. Spiritually we are from and OF God’s Dimension (The
Kingdom of Heaven Within) OF Oneness and Unity and OF a single eye. The sacrificial animals with
a cloven or dual or split hoof symbolize the realm of opposites or duality. The Tabernacle’s brass or
Nachash Altar was the designated place for man to give up his dual natures. The cloven tongues that
appeared at the upper room Pentecost symbolized that the problem of duality still existed. (Cloven
signifies two parts.) Christ had removed the duality of the Serpent on the pole Anti Christ; but mankind
still must implement that Truth as fact in our life by taking up our own cross to deal with our own Ego.

THE “TWO SHALL BECOME ONE FLESH” APPLIES
TO MORE THAN MARRIAGE OF THE MALE AND FEMALE;
ALSO HEAVEN AND EARTH AND LEFT BRAIN-RIGHT BRAIN.
--- Father and son --- God and man --- flesh and spirit --All these separations identify “duality”.
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CHRIST (the ANOINTING); Christ, the Anointing IN You; You in Christ; Christ as YOU is the Only
Power that can bring perfect balanced Equality to the right and left brain. Christ was equal with God,
One with God and yet was submissive to the Plan. Man as Christ is The FATHER’S Plan. Christ as
man is the Festival Celebration called Tabernacles. Tabernacles is not a goal; nor is it an end.
Tabernacles of GOD is a journey. We ALREADY ARE PART of, and PARTICIPATING IN the
JOURNEY, Celebrate the golden MOMENT; savor each second, Embrace the race. When we live in
the mystery of the NOW moment, we have discovered the Mystery of Godliness.

ARE PARALLEL DIMENSIONS RIGHT INSIDE OUR HEAD ?
Dr. Jill Taylor reported a most amazing discovery in her book “My Stroke of Insight”. On the morning
of her stroke, as she stepped from her shower, she noticed that she could see within her leg. She was
just becoming aware that something unusual was happening. Instead of the solid looking flesh she
normally saw, her leg looked like a flowing river of watery nerves and cells and molecules all very
busily involved in giving life and form to her body. Without the memory and rationale of the left side
of the brain (which was being shut down by the bleeding causing the stroke), her right brain became a
neurological microscope.
Dr. Taylor experienced, within her own head, another dimension in which was Oneness and unified
working of what she called trillions of little geniuses. She was one with all life and one with the
universe. She arrived at the euphoric place, within her own consciousness, which we in earlier studies
have identified as Quantum. Her experience sounds a lot like the place Jesus introduced as of the
Kingdom of Heaven within man. In her stroke of insight, Dr. Taylor experienced another Universe;
not outside of her self, but inside her own awareness. It was there all the time; but blocked from
consciousness by the demanding rule of the Ego factor of the left-brain. She, later in her analysis,
identifies the Ego as situated in the left side of the brain.
((** Lesson: Only Christ can bring equality to the two parts of the brain.**))
The two are intended to be One. IN CHRIST THERE IS ONLY ONENESS.
IS IT POSSIBLE THAT, IN CHRIST, THE PEACEFUL TRANQUILITY OF THE
RIGHT-BRAIN IS AVAILABLE TO BELIEVERS CONTINUALLY ?
I have always been a dreamer. In dreams I have been introduced to two Angels; one is named Pele and
the other is Raphael. They both have played important roles in my spiritual education as it relates to
remembering. My dream education began when Pele taught me the Hebrew Alphabet. In 2004, he
introduced me to Raphael. I have concluded that both these entities are Memory Instructors who
played a role in my preparation for my Earth assignment. In Daniel 4:8, Daniel was called
Belteshazzar because he had been made Master of Nebuchadanezzar’s Magi. He was called upon to
interpret a dream that troubled the King.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------((** Remember: All the Bible stories are our own story, and we must play
each role to see how they reveal our attempts to know God.
There is really only One True Life, shared equally as Father and Son.
Jesus Christ came to earth to reveal our true Father/Son relationship.
All the characters in the Bible illustrate stories of mankind’s efforts
to findthe image of our God connection. All failed except Christ. **))
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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THE WATCHERS: In verse 17 of chapter 4, Daniel reports; “This matter is by the decree of the
watchers and the demand by the word of the holy ones….” Strong’s Concordance defines watchers
as ‘Guardian’ Angels. And in verses 13 and 14, watchers and holy ones are identified as one and the
same. I mention this in connection with Dr. Taylor’s stroke experience in which she discovered the
perfect peace of another dimension right there in the right side of her brain. The holy Watchers are OF
another dimension; a parallel dimension.
I can hear some one saying; “Is he saying what I think he is saying?” The answer is yes. The parallel
dimension of God’s Kingdom of Peace, that passes the understanding of the left side of the brain
is right within the right side or on the right hand, just as Jesus taught. When we dream, a part of
the left-brain is in a sleep state; which allows access to aspects of the right brain that are normally, in
waking hours, busily occupied in being a helpmeet to the left brain. I had a dream in February of this
year that I believe was an experience in two different dimensions.
My 57 year old nephew, Marion Ray Carman, manager of a Super Market Food Store in South
Carolina, had a stroke. He was retired from the U. S. Marine Corp. as a staff Sgt. He had been awarded
a Purple Heart for wounds received while serving in the Vietnam War. His family thought his stroke
was related to exposure to ‘Agent Orange’ the powerful chemical used to defoliate trees in the jungles
of Viet Nam.
The Hospital surgical staff determined that Ray’s stroke was caused by a tumor in the left side of his
brain. Two years earlier he had lost a kidney to malignant tumors and had gone through the chemo
regimen.
The stroke in the left side of his brain caused Ray to be paralyzed on the right side and left him
without the ability to speak. To make a very long story short, over a three year period he was cut,
burned and poisoned by surgery, chemortherapy and radiation, and he eventually lost his physical
presence. In death, he didn’t cease to be, but he moved to another dimension, which is invisible to the
sense realm. The day before his transition, I had sat with him in the Hospice Facility. Late in the
evening, other family members came and I went home, knowing that his ‘time’ was running out.
After arriving home, I gave Polly my prognosis and went immediately to bed. I quickly fell asleep and
found myself in a dream. In my dream state I dreamt I was awakened by the cadence sound of a snare
drum.
While still asleep I heard the command, “Sergeant Marion Ray Carman, Rise and Shine.” I looked to
see where the voice originated and saw a Marine Sergeant in his military dress uniform. Immediately I
saw my nephew Ray standing in his military blue dress uniform facing the Officer who said,
“Attention.” Ray snapped to attention. The Officer said; “Sgt. Carman, you have an appointment with
the Messiah. I am sent to escort you to your appointment and to instruct you about your new
assignment.”
As they walked together I was aware that they not only were dressed alike, they looked very much
alike. The Officer said; “Sgt., first you will discover that in this dimension there is no memory of
regrets. Here there is no condemnation. There is no memory of hurts or disappointments, REJECTION
OR FAILURE. You are released from the realm of opposites. There is no such thing here as failure or
inferiority or darkness. You cannot be late here for there is no time, everything happens as a natural
progression of understanding; every thing that happens in this level has a divine purpose.”
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(I am aware that I am asleep, and at the same time I am amazed that I am actually observing my
nephew’s transition from one dimension to another.) As the two are walking along, my Nephew
notices activity inside and around a very attractive cottage. Ray said, “I feel like I have seen this place
before, and who are those people?” The Angel responded, “You actually have seen a prototype of this
house. The house your relatives remodeled to meet the needs of your handicapped condition, was a
prototype for the house you see here.”
“Your Aunt Shirley and her faithful husband Boyce and many of their friends contributed the
unconditional love that was the investment that is multiplied and completed here. Those you see
involved in the finishing touches are your train of ancestry; grandparents, great and great great
grandparents and many other relatives and even friends who have played a role in your life and have
preceded you to this place. Working inside are the Holy Watchers of your Aunt and Uncle and the
Angels of their friends. Everything done on Earth in Unconditional Love is multiplied and has a
parallel activity in Heaven. The Sgt. said, “Just as I am your Watcher, every one has a spiritual
counterpart who is assigned to assist in the completion of their earth assignment. Now that you are
here, I will be reassigned to a higher dimension while we continue our journeys (from one degree of
glory to another degree). We continue the progression to grow into HIS likeness.”
In the distance Ray saw a group of people assembled in a meadow. The Angel said; “That is the
Messiah teaching a group who were assigned to be ‘shepherds’ on earth.” As Ray and the Angel came
closer to the group, he could see that they were all dressed in shepherd garb. The Messiah arose to
acknowledge Ray’s presence and suddenly He was dressed as a Marine General. “Welcome, my son,
and well done. You have kept the faith, you have run your course and you have fought a good fight.
Presently I will finish here and escort you to Father’s House.” The Messiah was changed again into
His Shepherd attire.
(( Lesson: ** The Messiah Christ becomes as One with everyone He engages.
When the one engaged receives Him as One, it becomes a marriage Oneness. **))
Ray said to his Angel, “I am amazed. When The Lord looked into my eyes I had the sensation that I
was looking into a mirror.” The Angel chuckled and responded, “Now you know personally that when
you see Him you will be like Him, for you will see Him as He is. He is One with you and you are One
with Him.”
((** It was and still is Father’s Plan to be One with every living thing in His Universe. **))
Just at that moment, I was awakened by the telephone ringing. It was my sister who said; “Rudy, Ray
passed away a few minutes ago.” I said; “Shirley, I know.” (I had a sense of disappointment. I didn’t
get to observe Ray going to Father’s house.)
ARE YOU AWARE THAT WE ALL HAVE WATCHERS? They are aspects of our own spirit
self in the higher quantum dimension within. They are aware of what we are supposed to learn in this
Earth journey. They desire to help us discover our assignment.
*************************************************************
In Daniel chapter 4, Nebuchadnezzar is an interesting type or symbol that was included in the
compilation of the Bible. The Bible we have is the result of the decisions of a group of Intellectual
Scholars who were assembled by the Roman Governor Constantine. He decreed that the Christian
community must use a common Bible. But Our Father, the Great El Elyon, Most High God, did not
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and does not allow even intended wrongful purposes to interrupt His Spirit’s Revelation of individual
Truth.
In Daniel chapter 4, Nebuchadnezzar is identified as the only Gentile King cited by the Spirit of God
to be appointed to learn and experience the dominant position of the Most High God (El Elyon) as the
RULER of the universe. Very few of Israel’s prophets and kings knew GOD by His name, MOST
HIGH EL (El Elyon).
Daniel 4:1-3; “Nebuchadnezzar the king, unto all people, nations and languages, that dwell in all
the earth; Peace be multiplied unto you. I thought it good to show the signs and wonders that
The High God hath wrought toward me. How great are His signs! And how mighty are His
wonders! His Kingdom is an Everlasting Kingdom, and His Dominion is from generation to
generation.”
Have you paid attention to this insightful prophetic Truth that was given through the lips of a Gentile
King? And after he had received his spiritual doctorate I would like to quote his Magna Cum Laude,
Baccalaureate and Valedictorian address which is given in Daniel 4:34-37; “And at the end of the
days, I Nebuchadnezzar lifted up mine eyes unto heaven, and my understanding ((the left brain))
returned unto me, and I blessed The Most High, and I praised and honoured Him that liveth for
ever, whose dominion is an everlasting dominion, and His kingdom is from generation to
generation: And all the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing: and He doeth according
to His will in the army of Heaven ((the other dimension)) and among the inhabitants of the earth:
and none can stay His hand, or say unto Him: What doest Thou? At the same time my reason
((reasoning function of my left brain)) returned unto me; and for the glory of my ((His)) kingdom,
mine ((His)) honour and brightness returned unto me; and my counsellers and my lords sought
unto me; and I was established in my kingdom, and excellent Majesty was added unto me. Now I
King Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol and honour the King of Heaven, all whose works are
Truth, and His ways judgment ((correction)): and those that walk in pride he is able to abase.”
BUT; according to the continuity of the record given by Daniel; the King Nebuchadnezzar learned all
his truth while in the higher Parallel heavenly dimension. The story of his kingdom on earth is
continued in chapter 5; but with another generation; his son Belshazzar. He would have to engage and
discover the same warfare with his flesh enemy as his daddy did. Selah. (Reference: Daniel 4:3, “…
His dominion is from generation to generation”… Each generation is required to discover its own
Truth.
This reminds us of an intriguing record of the battle between Israel and Amalek. Moses, Aaron and
Hur; who were representing Israel in a higher dimension, on the mountain top (which illustrates the
Kingdom of Heaven) were engaging Amalek. Amalek is the grandson of Esau, and represents the flesh
nature. In the physical realm, each generation is to engage the flesh in battle. In this story Joshua,
represents Israel or God’s people at the earth level (Exodus Ch.17:8-13). Please stop and read it out of
your own Bible. We are being shown in Exodus the intra connectedness of the natural and spiritual
dimensions of the left and right sides of our own brain; and being given a second witness to
Nebuchadnezzar’s experience recorded in the book of Daniel chapter 4.
Exodus 17:14-16: “And the LORD (Yehwah) said unto Moses, Write this for a memorial (for a
genetic memory) in a book, and rehearse it in the ears of Joshua: for I will utterly put out the
remembrance of Amalek (who is a generational symbol of the flesh) from under heaven. And
Moses built an altar, and called the name of it Jehovah-Nissi (The LORD is my Victory): For He
said, Because the LORD hath sworn that the LORD will have war with Amalek” (the flesh) from
generation to generation” -- crj.
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As the LORD showed Moses, He also showed Nebuchadnezzar; (to fulfill the law of the second
witness) the LORD’s battle with the flesh, fought from another, higher dimension, is from one
generation to another. Each generation must learn that only the LORD can win the battle. The battle is
over, there will be no more war; but only those who are born of the Spirit and who walk in the Spirit
of LIFE are released from the dimension of the war and enter into His Rest by moving into our right
mind. And that is the REST of the Story.
NASA has discovered eleven (11) Dimensions. Our Bible record of the Messiah’s Adam race deals
with only two Dimensions. The Bible doesn’t tell us which two. I sort of hope it’s eleven and twelve;
Eleven and twelve? Yes, I hope there is one that NASA doesn’t yet know about.
Now, My Dear Friends, Please allow me to roll all this up into a summary ball and put a ribbon on it.
You are aware, and I emphasize, that all I have to share with you is from my perspective, as my own
testimony. None of us have the same background; we have not had the same teaching nor influences
and there are many levels of Spiritual revelation. So; I do not offer anything as the only truth. Because;
dear friends, Our Scriptural Truth changes as we progress in progressive Light. If what I share is an
encouragement to you, if it excites you spiritually, or if it challenges you to seek more understanding,
the Praise goes to The Teacher who teaches by Revelation. Of course I mean the Spirit of El Elyon.
My intended desire is to provoke US to not settle for anything less than His Perfect Plan. The
Moses account in Exodus 17 shows how the LORD revealed to Moses how each of us is to overcome
the flesh man Amalek. It is a powerful and important record. We must understand this principle as we
engage our own flesh Ego. The LORD wanted us to be aware, as spiritually redeemed people, that the
Amalek flesh nature is at enmity with the Spirit and Amalek is allowed to test us. We are shown that
he will come unexpectedly just as he did to Israel; Exocus 17:8, “Then came Amalek.” Our Father
designed him to test us and to be a good developmental opposition to our Spirit. “The flesh and the
Spirit are at enmity”; otherwise our Spirit would remain weak.
Moses was instructed to send Joshua (who is a type of the body of Yeshuah Christ) to engage Amalek.
In this Revelation lesson to us; Moses went to the top of the mountain. As a symbol for us, he went to
a place of higher level consciousness. Right now the Spirit of God is emphasizing this principle.
Moses had training of this higher awareness earlier, at the burning bush. This time he was instructed to
carry support with him: Aaron his brother, and Hur.
Aaron and Moses are descendants of Levi, the third son of Jacob (Israel). “Yaa-qob” means to super
impose or to experience super imposition of another life upon his own). He fulfilled his name when he
received the nature and identity as God’s Son; Israel, Yisrael. The names genetically imply that the
three mountain climbers (Moses, Aaron, and Hur) were equipped to have the propensity to receive
Light frequencies from a higher system of life.
Hur means white linen. He represented the Tribe of Judah, who was the fourth son of Jacob. Hur was
also the son of Uri, which means fire and light or awakening. He also was the father of Bezaleel, the
construction engineer of the Tabernacle, who was the grandson of Uri. Aaron and Hur were not just
two Israelite helpers. They were two ascended Spiritual support.
The outcome of Joshua’s battle with the flesh was actually determined by the position and stand of the
three (Moses, Aaron and Hur) depicting and portraying the authority of our spiritual help. The
Watchers and holy ones, in a higher dimension, are there for us. Living the life of Faith requires that
we know about them and know them.
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This is so very important to those of us who are learning that our Spiritual Life has equipped us
to live in two different dimensions at the same time. Jesus said; “We are in this cosmos (world); but
we are not OF this world.” I believe He wants us to know that when we learn to live in the
consciousness of the Kingdom or dimension we are OF; we will escape the world of tribulation, and
find the place of peace that Dr. Taylor discovered. Her experience testifies that our place of Peace (our
promised land) is already established inside our mind.
The LORD told Moses that He would erase the memory of Amalek, the flesh from under
Heaven. My interpretation: Amalek, the flesh nature, would never be remembered again in the
dimension OF Heaven. But; The LORD said that He would make war or fight Amalek from
generation to generation (Exod. 17:14-16). In other words; Each one of us generations; we are all
individually a generation and Father alerted us that every one individually must learn that Only The
LORD can defeat Amalek. “The battle is the Lord’s.” Our Ego human nature believes that we
through disciplined determination can defeat the flesh. It is not an easy lesson to learn to “Be still and
know” that God wants to fight our battles. We have learned that every thing we resist or fight we
actually give strength to. We are to learn to enter into His rest, and to discover that He said: “The
Lord shall fight for you, and you shall hold your peace” (Exodus 14:14). In other words, if you do
not hold your peace, He will not fight for you.
I don’t feel at this time to go into all the symbolism of how I feel that the story in the Book Daniel,
chapters 1-4, of the Gentile Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar, who was selected to learn the same
lesson that the LORD taught Moses, so that Moses could teach the Levitical Priests, so the Priests
could teach Israel. That was the protocol. The lesson is that The Most High God has a Plan to
administratively deal with the flesh and mortality.
His Plan, we are learning, is to develop within us an awareness of Kingdoms and dimensions and
dominions, which are activated as frequencies within our body; to change our mortal condition into a
physical presence of His Life and Kingdom and Dominion on this planet. Our Father is GOD of the
Universe. But He sent us as cellular parts of the Ra-Sheath-Elohyim Body of Christ Anointed Priests
to establish His Kingdom of Peace in this hostile three-dimensional world Planet to be a show place to
the entire universe.
Come to the Water; Ho, he who is thirsty come. And drink of the water of life freely. “Ask of me
and I will give you Living water and it will become, in you, an artisian well springing up unto
eternal life.” Water has memory. The Water that Christ gives has the recorded memory of all the
activity of Our Father and His son(s) in bringing us this far. As in the movie “South Pacific”, the song
“One Enchanted Evening” says; “Once you have found Him never let Him go. Once you have found
Him… never, never, never Let Him Go.”
Written from a heart of LOVE,

Rudy

P.S. The Angel told me: When we live daily, in unconditional Love, we will be free from the law
of sowing and reaping. That is the place we are OF.
Polly and I along with Dianne appreciate your prayers and the encouraging words sent to Dianne
during her eye surgery and recuperation. She is back to her many Angelic duties of being a devoted
wife and grandmother; running her ‘full time’ business. With her kind help, we look forward to
following the Spirit as HE continues to provide the flow of Crystal River.
Rudy Jones
P. O. Box 627, Fountain Inn, SC 29644 USA – Phone (864) 862-3360

